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● Biological brains

○ Primary representation for sensory input is dense (few neurons; fire frequently)

■ Stimulus such as smell, vision

○ Secondary representation is sparse and expansive (many neurons; fire infrequently)

● Ubiquitous in biology

Motivation



Rodent Olfactory

Dense 
Neuron 
Activation

10% Neurons show 
an evoked response



Fly Olfactory

59% of neurons fire

6% of neurons fire



Perhaps sparse expansion has computational advantages.



Goal
● Develop a model for sparse expansion
● Simple and biologically plausible architecture and dynamics

Questions:

● Is it robust to noise (variability) in the input?
● Does this sparse expansion make classification easier?



Model Overview



Input Stimulus

- Assumption: Input stimuli are clusters representing a specific odor
- Suppose there are P clusters. We consider to the m th cluster.
- Cluster centers       are random binary vectors sampled from bernoulli distribution p = 0.5
- Patterns within a cluster      are chosen by flipping random bits with p = 



Stimulus Noise Parameter

Hamming Distance between pattern 
and cluster center per bit

Average distance of patterns within a 
cluster from cluster center

The probability of flipping cluster center bits for 
generating surrounding patterns.



Cortical Layer



Cortical Layer

Random weight initialization

Pre-activation (normalized by mean)

Activation after sparse competition



Cortical Cluster Size
● f = sparsity of cortical layer.

(1 = dense; 0 = sparse)

Normalized Hamming Distance 
between pattern and cluster center

Average distance of patterns within a 
cluster from cluster center



Readout Layer



Readout Learning Rule

- Each cluster from stimulus is randomly associated with a binary label
- Hebbian learning rule for classification (fire together; wire together)



Experiments and Analysis



● Will look at experiments using
○ Random Projections: Gaussian
○ Structured Projections: embed cluster structure into the data

● In each case, they first analyze the statistics of the cortical representation
○ Cluster size (Noise)
○ Overlap between clusters

● Next, analysis of classification performance
○ Analytical: Hebbian learning
○ Simulations: SVM, Perceptron

Overview of Experiments and Analysis



Illustration: Noise in the 
patterns

What happens to “noise” (cluster sizes)?

● No such luck, increases instead
● Gets worse with sparsity

Would like cluster size to  decrease



Intuition

For high sparsity, the number of units that change (active to inactive or vice-versa) 
comprise a larger portion of the total number of active units



What happens to overlap?



What happens to overlap?



Classification performance 

Trade-off between overlap and 
cluster size



What if we embed structure into the projection?

Hebbian “Unsupervised” 
learning

● They call it unsupervised learning, but assumes 
very detailed knowledge of input’s cluster 
structure: knowledge of every cluster center

● Associates center of each cluster m to a random 
sparse activation Rm



What if we embed structure into the projection?

Intuition



What happens to overlap?

● Overlap decreases 
exponentially in f

● As number of patterns 
increases, becomes as 
bad as random

● For small f overlap is 
almost zero



What about classification?
● Similar to random 

projections,  limit to 
benefit of increasing 
cortical layer size

● We built in the 
structure to reduce 
cluster size and use 
small f to reduce 
overlaps



Random  Projection         vs      Structured Projection

● Sparse Random 
Projections do help a little 

● Structured projections of 
the kind they consider very 
effective (of course)



Experiment: Sparsity and Discriminability 

Lin, Bygrave,  de Calignon, Lee, Miesenböck, 
Nature Neuroscience, 2014

Inhibiting sparsification in 
fruit flies results in not 

being able to discriminate 
similar odors

(Not the exact setup in the paper, but is similar)



Conclusion
● Expansion+Sparsification helps downstream computations:

○ Improves classification accuracy by improving linear separability 

● Limitations:
○ Consider binary units, with specific cluster structure

■ How much of this holds for more other kinds of structure in the input?
○ Analytical results for structured prediction assume very detailed knowledge of geometric 

structure of the input!
■ Assumes center of every cluster is known
■ In some sense this is more fine-grained knowledge than being provided labels!

○ No analytical/theoretical results for Perceptron, SVM 
○ Relatedly, margin of separation is the key property that needs analysis, not cluster sizes or 

cluster overlap



Thank You


